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Abstract: The present paper presents the design of a vacuum compatible automatic targets feeding system (VCATFS) that
can be used to introduce targets inside the interaction chambers for accelerators, laser beams and others research plants. As a
first application, the system is to be used within the Extreme Light Infrastructure - Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP) project, to load
target frames in the interaction chamber without losing the vacuum. The target frames will be inserted and retracted into/from
the interaction chamber individually with high accuracy of positioning. Up to three target frames can be used during one
experiment. This number of targets is a consequence of several severe spatial constraints where the system will be installed,
but for other situations it can be increased. Also, a new technique of moving the target frames is proposed, two horizontal
translations in two parallel planes and two vertical translations also in two parallel planes. VCATFS is divided into two main
sub-systems: mechanical (includes kinematics, high precision components and systems, vacuum chamber), and a dedicated
command and control system (transducers - high accuracy absolute linear encoders, stepper motors and associated electric
drives unit, interfaces and proprietary software). Additionally, a dedicated vacuum system was designed. This approach will
further be developed as prototype level. This paper will focus on the design of mechanical sub-system, the remaining ones will
be the subject of future documents that would be made publicly available in the future.
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1. Introduction
ELI-NP, one of the most advanced facility in the world,
focused on the study of photonuclear physics and its
applications consist of two 10 PW ultra-short pulse lasers and
one of the most brilliant tuneable gamma-ray beams. This
unique experimental combination will enable ELI-NP to
approach a wide range of research topics in fundamental
physics, nuclear physics and astrophysics, and applied
research in materials science [1]. Therefore, the
maximisation of the beam time is a strong requirement. The
strategy to meet this requirement was to design a vacuum
compatible automatic target feeding system (VCATFS) that
preserves the vacuum inside the interaction chamber, and that
can work with a high number of target frames. Unfortunately,
this last requirement is strongly limited by some spatial
constraint of the place where VCATFS will be installed. The
proposed design solution is able to supply up to three target

frames between two successive load-lock openings.
Since the interaction chamber was already installed and in
operation, the present on-site configuration placed heavy
constraints on the design such as: laser beam position fixed,
access points defined in terms of position size and shape,
loading direction and technique, available space envelope
and interfaces with both the interaction chamber and
operator.
Taking into account the specific requirements regarding
the number of target frames and the specific local
configuration the translations had to be on both the vertical
and horizontal axes: one vertical translation and two
horizontal translation (two parallel planes).

2. Concepts
Several concepts have been evaluated and two were
selected to be further developed at the conceptual design
level. One of them is based on a linear feedthrough (Long
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Travel Linear Shift Mechanism - LTLS) [2] and the second
on a rotary feedthrough (RF) [3], both for horizontal and
vertical movements. For all approaches main requirements
were to provide a vertical translation of 1205 mm and a
horizontal translation of +/- 50 mm, that is needed to reach
the target frame final position (on the translation table of the
goniometer inside the interaction chamber). For the
horizontal movement there are no requested figures but
considering the space envelope where the system is to be
installed, the number and the dimensions of targets, a
horizontal translation of 600 mm will be sufficiently.
Both approaches had to be dropped due to space envelope,
especially on the vertical direction and a new solution based
on a telescopic mechanism [4] was produced. However, the
whole system, figure 1, had to be designed as compact as
possible to keep vacuum chamber volume within reasonable
limits so that a medium-sized vacuum pump could be used
within the budget. The ball screw feed drive concept served
as base in the design for the horizontal unit [5].

Figure 1. VCATFS, 1 - vacuum chamber, 2 – vertical drive unit, 3 –
telescopic arm, 4 – horizontal drive unit, 5 – horizontal platform with target
frames, 6 – vacuum chamber support, 7- high vacuum gate valve.

The vertical telescopic arm consists of three segments and
with one driving unit. This driving unit uses the same ball
screw feed drive concept as horizontal and is based on a DC
stepper motor [6] placed outside the vacuum chamber. The
movement is transferred to the telescopic arm by means a
magnetic rotary feedthrough [3], all three segments move one
relative to the other.
It is important to mention that for the first horizontal
translation the same concept of driving unit [5] is used, with
virtually no limitations in terms available horizontal space.
The second horizontal translation, inside the VCATFS
vacuum chambers, is based on a high vacuum motorised
stage [7].

2.1. Telescopic arm Design
As mentioned before, the main constraint was the vertical
available space. With all the components that have to be
designed and installed, little space was left for the translation
mechanism and the installation clearances. The solution
chosen based on space availability, of-the-shelf components
and costs was the one involving a belt transmission system
[4], consisting of a metallic belt and two bearings.

Figure 2. Belt transmission system, 1 – flexible coupling, 2 – first segment, 3
– second segment, 4 – belt, 5 – third segment, 6 - motorized vacuum stage, 7
- target frame.

Another advantage of this solution is that an external
electric drive can be used thus allowing an easy maintenance
and intervention for both vertical and horizontal translations.
The belt drives concept makes possible the translation of
three segments with just on driving source while keeping the
whole assembly compact. The kinematics behind this is the
following: the belt with both ends clamped at one point to the
first segment, wraps around two bearing bolted at the
extremities of the second segment. The same belt is securely
fixed (bolted) to the third segment. When the shaft [8]
attached to the first segment is activated, via electric drive
unit, the second segment begins its translation. In the same
time the belt transfers the movement to the third segment
which moves at a speed twice the speed of the first segment,
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figure 2. In this configuration, the belt acts as a movement
amplifier and the bearings act as pulleys.
The segments are translating along two pairs of high
precision linear guides bolted onto the first and second
segments. The first segment position can be adjusted by
using a push-pull system [9] at one end and a spherical
rolling joint, figure 3. This adjusting system uses the casing
as rigid base and the final position as reference. The position
adjusting unit are located at the extremities of the base plates
(vertical and horizontal) as close as possible to the casing
edges to prevent accidental positioning of target frame
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relative to the goniometer platform. The casing edges are the
least features to be affected by deformation due to vacuum
[10].
The motorized vacuum stage (MVS) is used to:
- places / takes the target frame on / from the horizontal
table inside the VCATFS vacuum chamber
The target frames resting places are fitted with kinematic
couplings, i.e. horizontal table (six positions) and goniometer
platform (one position);
- places / takes the target frame on / from the goniometer
platform inside the interaction chamber.

Figure 3. The adjusting system: spherical rolling joint used in conjunction with the push-pull system, 1 – first segment telescopic arm, 2 - spherical rolling
joint, 3 - horizontal platform.

2.2. Kinematics of VCATFS
The kinematics of the VCATFS refers to all necessary
motions [11] to transfer the target frame between the resting
place from the horizontal platform till the positioning

goniometer platform, inside the interaction chamber, figure 4.
A special transfer device, attached to the MVS, takes the
target frame from the horizontal platform and deposes it on
the goniometer platform.

Figure 4. Kinematics of VCATFS.
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On the transfer device an interface LA that is made of three
kinematic couplings, canoe type has been used. On the target
frame another interface FA, that consist of three truncated
balls, has been introduced. The two interfaces form a high
precision kinematic coupling that provides a very good
accuracy in positioning of target frames. VCATFS has three
high precision cinematic couplings [12, 13], the first, LA - FA,
between transfer device and target frame, when the target
frame is lifted, the second, SG - FA, between the target frame
base and goniometer platform, and the third, LA - SA, between
the target frame base and horizontal platform.
High precision kinematic coupling is very important but
not sufficiently for obtaining a good accuracy in positioning
of target frames, a very good precision is required for
machining operation of all VCATFS components.
The kinematic scheme of VCATFS, to pick the target
frame from the horizontal platform and subsequently to
release it on the goniometer platform is shown in figure 5.
For target frame OUT the kinematic scheme is somewhat
similar with those for target frame IN.
The values of the figures are described in the table 1.
The engagement between LA and FA, is done in the
following sequence:
1. A translation of 15 mm done by horizontal motorized
stage, x3 axis of the reference system solidary with this
stage;
2. A movement of 5 mm on z2 axis of the reference
system solidary with telescopic arm.
Thanks to the signal provided by the linear absolute
encoders [14], the control system receives the exact position
of the horizontal translation stage both for x3 and z2 axis. To
avoid any false information related to the target engagement,
one more information would be provided. A force sensing
resistor could be a solution for this issue.
3. A movement with 145 mm on z2 axis to lift the target
so that to permit the movement of horizontal platform
on x1 axis.
The positioning between LA and FA is done by the absolute
linear encoder. The repeatability is done by the LA and FA

(kinematic coupling) repeatability [15].
The repeatability when the target is placed on the
horizontal stage is done by the added values for the two
kinematic couplings SG and FA, respectively 30 µm for each
kinematic coupling.

Figure 5. Kinematic scheme of VCATFS for target frame IN.

Table 1. The repeatability values for different parts of VCATFS.
Target IN
No.
1
2
3

System Axis
X1
Z2
X3

Comments
Horizontal Platform
Telescopic arm
Horizontal Motorized Stage

Sign/Distance (mm)
445
-150
15

Repeatability (microns)
5
5
2

4

Z2

Telescopic Arm

5

35

5
6
7
8
9
10

Z2
X3
X1
Z2
X3
Z2

Telescopic Arm
Horizontal Motorized Stage
Horizontal Platform
Telescopic Arm
Horizontal Motorized Stage
Telescopic Arm

145
-15
-445
-1150
50
-50

5
2
5
5
2
5

11

Z2

Telescopic Arm

-5

35

12
13
Total

X3
Z2

Horizontal Motorized Stage
Telescopic Arm

-50
1205

2
5
113

Repeatability Source
Linear Absolute Encoder
Linear Absolute Encoder
Stage Repeatability
Linear Absolute Encoder + Kinematic
Repeatability
Linear Absolute Encoder
Stage Repeatability
Linear Absolute Encoder
Linear Absolute Encoder
Stage Repeatability
Linear Absolute Encoder
Linear Absolute Encoder + Kinematic
Repeatability
Stage Repeatability
Linear Absolute Encoder
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3. Conclusions
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